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Abstract— Full-duplex communications have the potential to
almost double the spectral efficiency. To realize such a poten-
tiality, the signal separation at base station’s antennas plays
an essential role. This article addresses the fundamentals of
such separation by proposing a new smart antenna architecture
that allows every antenna to be either shared or separated
between uplink and downlink transmissions. The benefits of such
architecture are investigated by an assignment problem to opti-
mally assign antennas, beamforming and power to maximize the
weighted sum spectral efficiency. We propose a near-to-optimal
solution using block coordinate descent that divides the problem
into assignment problems, which are NP-hard, a beamforming
and power allocation problems. The optimal solutions for the
beamforming and power allocation are established while near-
to-optimal solutions to the assignment problems are derived
by semidefinite relaxation. Numerical results indicate that the
proposed solution is close to the optimum, and it maintains a
similar performance for high and low residual self-interference
powers. With respect to the usually assumed antenna separation
technique and half-duplex transmission, the sum spectral effi-
ciency gains increase with the number of antennas. We conclude
that our proposed smart antenna assignment for signal separation
is essential to realize the benefits of multiple antenna full-duplex
communications.

Index Terms— Full-duplex systems, antenna assignment, beam-
forming design, power allocation, hardware impairments.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN-BAND full-duplex (FD) communication overcomes the
assumption that it is not possible for radios to trans-

mit and receive simultaneously on the same time-frequency
resource, and can almost double the spectral efficiency of
conventional half-duplex (HD) wireless transmissions [1]–[3].
Until recently, in-band FD was not considered as a solution
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Fig. 1. An example of separate (or split), shared, and our proposed smart full-
duplex architecture. We use purple dashed lines for Tx signal, green dotted
lines for Rx signal, and a joint purple and green solid lines for simultaneous
Tx and Rx signals.

for wireless networks due to the inherent interference created
from the transmitter to its own receiver, the so called self-
interference (SI). However, recent advancements in antenna
and analog/digital interference cancellation techniques demon-
strate FD transmissions as a viable alternative to traditional
HD transmissions [4]–[7].

To achieve simultaneous transmission and reception in FD,
there are two architectures for separating the signals that split
and share the available antennas respectively; see Figure 1 [1].
The first method consists of physically separating (or splitting)
the transmitter/receiver chains and antennas, i.e., using a subset
of antennas to transmit and the other part to receive (see
Figure 1a). The second method shares all the antennas in the
transmitter/receiver chains, and uses an analog device, such
as a circulator, to separate the receiver from the transmitter
(see Figure 1b). Note the different colours and line types
for transmitter (purple dashed), receiver (green dotted), and
simultaneous transmission and reception signals (purple and
green solid). For simplicity, we refer to these two architectures
as shared and separated (or split). Irrespectively of the antenna
architecture, the presence of the residual SI requires further
interference mitigation using a combination of analog and/or
digital cancellation [2]. The architecture impacts the number
of available antennas for transmission and reception, as well
as the characteristics of the self-interference channel, and the
power at which the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) signals
are received. Consequently, it is crucial to understand which
architecture should be used for the UL/DL antennas of multi-
antenna FD cellular networks.
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In this article, we focus on understanding the impact of
the two antenna architectures for full-duplex communications
on key performance metrics such as the achieved spectral
efficiency. To this end, we propose a third architecture that
we call smart architecture (see Figure 1c), which is an
intermediate between the two aforementioned architectures
and a generalization of the shared architecture. Our proposed
smart architecture allows the base station (BS) to decide
between sharing a specific antenna to achieve simultaneous
transmissions in the UL and DL, or to dedicate it to either
UL or DL transmission at a time. For example, Figure 1c
shows one antenna with simultaneous transmissions in the UL
and DL and another antenna with only DL transmission. With
this, the design freedom to allocate the antennas increases
but the design challenge increases as well. Apart from the
inherently present SI from the DL (transmitting) to the UL
(receiving) antennas, our smart architecture must also deal
with user equipment (UE)-to-UE and multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) multi-user interference. This smart architec-
ture allows us to evaluate whether it is more advantageous
to share all antennas or to select a subset to be separated
between UL and DL. In practice, it may be complicated to
share between UL and DL a large number of antennas due to
the large number of analog devices necessary for the SI cancel-
lation. Accordingly, our proposed smart architecture explores
the technology potential of the smart antenna assignment for
a FD system. Specifically, we aim to show the potential of the
smart antenna architecture. To achieve this, we select as perfor-
mance metric the maximization of the weighted sum spectral
efficiency. We assume a single-cell system with multiple users
and antennas at the BS while considering antenna assignment,
transmitter and receiver distortions [8], beamforming, and
power allocation. We show that this problem is a mixed integer
nonlinear programming problem, which is known for its high
complexity and computational intractability [9] and whose
continuous variables are the DL beamforming and UL power
allocation.

Due to the high complexity of the optimization problem,
we build on the equivalence between sum rate maximization
and weighted minimum mean square error (WMMSE) min-
imization [10]. We thus rewrite the problem as a WMMSE
minimization and use the block coordinate descent (BCD)
optimization method to solve the problem iteratively [11]. We
partition the problem into blocks of variables, and the solution
for each block is obtained assuming that all variables in other
blocks remain fixed. We obtain the optimal beamforming in the
DL and the optimal power allocation in the UL in closed form.
Nevertheless, the UL and DL antenna assignment variables are
binary (as well as NP-hard), which make the use of BCD
in our problem nontrivial. Indeed, having globally optimal
solutions for each blocks is a necessary condition for showing
the convergence of BCD. To obtain an approximate solution
with provable optimality gap for these blocks, we rewrite
the problem as a semidefinite programming (SDP) problem
and resort to semidefinite relaxation (SDR) with randomiza-
tion [12]. We prove that convergence to stationary point of the
sum-rate maximization problem is achieved when the solution
given by SDR is optimal. Although BCD and SDR are known

methods in the optimization literature, our contribution is
the combination of both optimization methods to provide a
nontrivial solution for mixed-integer nonlinear problems.

The numerical results demonstrate that the optimality gap
between an exhaustive solution of the WMMSE minimization
problem and the proposed solution is small. We benchmark the
proposed solution against HD transmissions and a simple split
antenna architecture, in which the antennas are split equally
between UL and DL. The proposed solution provides high
gains with respect to HD, ranging from 46% to 91%, as well
as to the split antenna solution. We notice that by allowing
a smart sharing and splitting of UL and DL antennas, our
solution is robust against the effects of the residual SI. We also
analyse scenarios with traffic asymmetry between UL and DL,
in which the results show that the split antenna solution is a
good candidate when the residual SI is high. Furthermore,
we also consider a scenario when the number of antennas at
the BS and users in the cell grows proportionally, in which
the results show that the performance gains with respect to
HD transmissions and the split architecture grow with the
number of antennas. Our overall finding is that smart antenna
assignment, including sharing/splitting of antennas between
UL and DL, is essential because it is advantageous in many
scenarios and is resilient against effects of the residual SI
power.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows.
Section II discusses relevant and closely related works.
Section III presents the system model and main parameters,
followed by the problem formulation. Section IV analyses the
solution approach for the WMMSE minimization problem.
Using block coordination descent, we arrive at a sequence of
block variables that are solved iteratively. For the beamforming
and power allocation, the optimal solutions in closed form
are provided, while for the antenna assignment variables the
solutions provided are close-to-optimal. Section V provides the
convergence, complexity analysis, and the also the detailed
channel information acquisition necessary for the proposed
solution to run. Section VI presents numerical results and
compares the performance of the proposed solution with the
split antenna architecture and HD transmissions for many
scenarios, including different residual SI powers and number
of antennas.

II. RELATED WORKS

Shared and separate architecture in FD radios have origins
in continuous wave radar systems [1]. In the wireless com-
munication community, these architectures have been studied
mainly from an experimental perspective.

The antenna techniques used to allow simultaneous trans-
mission and reception are considered as passive suppression
of the SI. Differently from the active suppression of the SI,
passive suppression propose to be used before the SI enters
the receiver chain circuit [1], [4]. In [1], the authors highlight
that a FD radio with M transmit and receive chains requires
2N antennas in a separate architecture, whereas it requires M
antennas, 2M transmit and receive chains, and M circulators
in a shared antenna implementation. For a compact radio,
the separate antenna architecture may be difficult to implement
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properly due to the spacing between antennas, whereas the
shared antenna architecture may be challenging to employ in
a large antenna scenario due to the number of circulators.
In [13], the authors mention that some degree of freedom is
lost in the spatial domain using antenna splitting techniques.
Since the decision on the type of passive suppression is primar-
ily based on hardware experiments, the experimental works
have been among the first to consider either separating [4],
[14]–[16] or sharing the antennas [5], [7], [17], [18].

Most of the works in FD networks have assumed that the
antenna architecture has already been decided, which have led
the works to analyse the theoretical improvement achieved
by FD [8], [19]–[21]. The authors in [8] have analysed
the achievable rates of FD MIMO relaying, while assuming
practical transmitter/receiver distortions. In [19], the authors
have devised beamforming and power control mechanisms
to maximize the spectral efficiency in FD multiple input
single output (MISO) cellular networks. The work in [22]
has proposed a user selection algorithm to maximize the
spectral efficiency in FD MISO cellular networks, while fixed
power and beamforming in the UL and DL are assumed. The
authors in [20] have proposed a beamforming design for spec-
tral efficiency maximization in FD multi-cell MIMO cellular
networks, in which FD users as well as transmitter/receiver
distortions are taken into account. The works just mentioned
above have assumed that the antennas are split between UL
and DL, while the authors in [21] have assumed the shared
antenna architecture. Using the duality between UL and DL
channels, the authors in [21] have aimed to maximize the sum
rate in a single cell cellular network.

Nevertheless, some works in the literature have addressed
the general topic of antenna splitting [23]–[26]. The authors
in [23] have considered antenna selection in a bidirectional FD
system with two antennas to maximize the sum rate or mini-
mize the symbol error rate, while operating in a point-to-point
single-antenna scenario. The authors in [24] have analysed
SI cancellation via digital beamforming for large-antennas
FD communications. Their proposed solution highlights the
importance of UL/DL antenna splitting and assumes a fixed
splitting. Similarly, the work in [25] has devised antenna
splitting and beamforming to minimize the gap between
demand and achievable rates. Assuming a given number of
full-duplex antennas with analog cancellation, and ignoring
the UE-to-UE interference between single-antenna UL and DL
users, the proposed suboptimal algorithm splits the antennas
and evaluates the DL beamforming to minimize the self-
interference on receive antennas. In contrast, the work in [26]
has considered that the antennas must be split, but the pre-
cise splitting between UL and DL is unknown. The authors
proposed an antenna assignment algorithm to minimize the
sum mean squared error (MSE) while considering transmit
and receiver distortions.

However, these works differ from ours in that they do
not consider that every antenna has the possibility of shar-
ing or splitting. With the possibility of antenna assignment
between sharing or splitting, we can understand the funda-
mental trade-offs between both separate and shared antenna
architectures, and further increase the spectral efficiency

of full-duplex systems. In addition to the antenna assign-
ment, we take into account the transmit and receiver dis-
tortions, beamforming and power allocation in the sum
rate maximization problem. In the light of this survey of
related literature, the main contributions of this article are as
follows:

• We propose a new smart antenna assignment between
UL and/or DL antennas while considering transmitter and
receiver distortions, beamforming and power allocation.
We show the fundamental performance limits of the
proposed by an optimization problem where we maximize
the weighted sum spectral efficiency in FD cellular net-
works, which is a natural performance metric in cellular
systems.

• Due to the complexity of the optimization, which is mixed
integer nonlinear and has no known solution method,
we use the equivalence between sum rate maximiza-
tion and WMMSE minimization. Using BCD, we sep-
arate the problem in blocks of variables for which we
derive the optimal analytical solutions of the beamform-
ing and power allocation problems. For the assignment
blocks, in which the resulting optimization problems are
NP-hard, we resort to SDR with randomization to obtain
solutions with provable optimality gap. Using Proposi-
tions 1-4 and Theorem 2, we show that convergence is
achieved by combining BCD and SDR which is new in
the literature.

• We evaluate the proposed solution by a realistic system
simulator and gain insights that help design the antenna
architecture for FD cellular networks operating traffic
asymmetry, different residual SI powers, and scenarios
with many antennas and users. Specifically, we show
that smart antenna sharing/splitting is advantageous and
outperforms HD and fixed antenna architectures.

For notations, vectors and matrices are denoted by bold
lower and upper case letters, respectively; AH is the Her-
mitian of A; Diag (A) is the column vector created from the
diagonal of matrix A; similarly, diag(A) or diag(a) are the
diagonal matrices whose elements are in the diagonal of matrix
A, or composed by vector a in the diagonal, respectively. We
denote by IK the identity matrix of dimension K , by 0 and 1
a vector or matrix where all elements are zero or one, respec-
tively, and by C the complex field. We denote expectation by
E{·}, the circular complex Gaussian distribution with mean
vector μ and covariance matrix Σ by CN (μ,Σ). We define
a stationary point [11], or critical point, x̄ ∈ X as the point
that satisfies ∇f(x̄)T(y − x̄) ≥ 0, for every y ∈ X , where
∇f(x) ∈ Rn denotes the gradient of f at x.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

We consider a single-cell cellular system in which the BS
is FD capable, while the UEs served by the BS are HD
capable, as illustrated by Figure 2. The BS is equipped with
M antennas, which can be used to serve simultaneously I
UL and J DL single-antenna users. In the figure, the BS
is subject to SI from all of the antennas, whereas the UEs
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Fig. 2. An example of a multi-antenna cellular network employing FD
with two UE pairs. The BS may use simultaneously on UL and DL all
of its antennas, represented by the color gradient, which causes SI to all
the antennas. To mitigate all interferences, it is advantageous to analyse
the sharing/splitting of antennas between UL and DL, as well as devise
transceivers for UL/DL users.

in the UL (UEu
1 and UEu

2 ) cause UE-to-UE interference to
co-scheduled UEs in the DL (UEd

1 and UEd
2). We consider a

multi-user MIMO scenario, i.e., a scenario in which all users
share the time-frequency resources and are separated in the
spatial domain. This scenario has been commonly adopted by
the full-duplex community [19]–[21].

We let su
i and sd

j denote the transmitted data symbol in
the UL and DL, respectively, where both are zero mean with
unit power. The transmitted power in the UL is denoted by
qu
i ∈ R. In the DL, the data symbol sd

j is multiplied by the
beamforming vector wd

j ∈ CM×1 before transmission. Let
hu

i ∈ CM×1 denote the complex channel vector comprising
slow fading, shadowing, and path-loss between transmitter UE
i and the BS, hd

j ∈ CM×1 denote the channel vector between
the BS and receiving UE j, and gij ∈ C denote the interfering
channel gain between the UL transmitter UE i and the DL
receiver UE j.

Let HSI ∈ CM×M denote the SI channel matrix
from the transmit antennas in DL to the receive anten-
nas in the UL, which is modelled as Rician fad-
ing as suggested by experiments [4], [19]. Accordingly,
HSI ∼ CN

(√
σ2

SIK/(1 + K)1M×M ,
(
σ2

SI/(1 + K)
)
IM

)
,

where K = 0 dB and 30dB are appropriate values for the
Rician factors after the cancellation [4]. In this model, σ2

SI
represents the ratio between the average SI power before and
after the cancellation. We assume the far-field condition for
the SI channel, which is common for frequencies below 6GHz
in the literature [8], [19]–[21]. We set the central frequency
of our system to 2.5GHz, which has a wavelength of 12cm
and provides a Fraunhofer distance of 12cm. In a rectan-
gular array with multiple antennas, the transmit and receive
antennas can be further separated using different partitions
such as east-west, north-south [24]. For instance, distances of
30cm or more are reported in the experimental results of [15].
The channel state information (CSI) is assumed known at the
BS, which is also in accordance with some works in the full-
duplex literature [19], [27]. Nevertheless, we detail how to
acquire the necessary CSI to perform our proposed algorithm
in Section V-C.

The signal received by the BS in the UL, and by DL user
j, respectively, can be written as

yu=
∑I

i=1
hu

i (
√

qu
i su

i +cu
i )+HSI

(∑J

j=1
wd

j sd
j +cd

)
+ηu+eu,

(1a)

yd
j =hd

j

H
(∑J

m=1
wd

msd
m+cd

)
+
∑I

i=1
gij

(√
qu
i su

i +cu
i

)
+ηd

j+ed
j ,

(1b)

where ηu∼CN (0M , σ2IM

)
and ηd

j ∼CN
(
0, σ2

)
are additive

white Gaussian noise at the BS and at DL user j, respectively.
Notice that the second term in Eq. (1a) denotes the SI, whereas
the second term in Eq. (1b) denotes the UE-to-UE interference
from UL to DL users. In addition to both interferences terms,
the multi-user interference is also present, which is represented
in the first summation of Eqs.(1a)-(1b).

To account for non-ideal circuitry in the limited dynamic
range, commonly referred to as hardware impairments, we
consider an additional additive white Gaussian distortion sig-
nal at the transmitter and receiver [8]. These signals are
modelled in the UL as cu

j ∈ C and eu ∈ CM×1, and
in the DL as cd ∈ CM×1 and ed

j ∈ C, respectively. The
transmitter distortion has variance κ times the energy of the
intended transmit signal at that antenna. Moreover, the receiver
distortion has variance β times the energy collected by that
antenna. Following previous works [8], [27], we define the
transmitter distortions in the UL as cu

i ∼ CN (0, κqu
i ), and

in the DL as cd ∼ CN
(
0M , κ

∑J
j=1 diag(wd

jw
d
j
H)
)

, where
typically κ � 1. Similarly, we write the receiver distortion
in the UL as eu ∼ CN (0M , β diag(Φu)), and in the DL as
ed

j ∼CN
(
0, βΦd

)
, where typically β � 1. Furthermore, Φu

and Φd are the covariance matrix and variance of the receiver
undistorted vector in the UL and at DL user j, respectively.
We write Φu and Φd as

Φu =
I∑

l=1

qu
l hu

l h
u
l
H +

J∑
j=1

HSIwd
jw

d
j

H
HSI

H, (2a)

Φd =
I∑

i=1

|gij |2 qu
i +

J∑
m=1

hd
m

H
wd

mwd
m

H
hd

m. (2b)

With the modelling above, we closely approximate the com-
bined effects of power amplifier noise, non-linearities in the
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters, as well as
oscillator phase noise in practical hardware [8].

As illustrated in Figure 2, the M antennas at the BS may
transmit and receive simultaneously, which can be done by
the usage of circulators at each antenna element. For ease
of notation, an antenna operating in a single direction, that
is either transmitting in DL or receiving in UL, is in the
split or separate mode. In contrast, an antenna operating
in both directions simultaneously is in full-duplex or shared
mode. Conversely, the smart antenna architecture can be seen
as an intermediate mode between both separate or shared
modes. It is complicated to realize the use of M antennas and
circulators in practice, but one of our goals is to understand
the trade-offs between the separate and shared architectures
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by proposing a third architecture that balances between these
two extremes. In terms of the number of Tx/Rx chains and
also in terms of hardware requirements, the smart architecture
is similar to the shared architecture (Figure 1b) as used in [5],
[7], [17], [18]. Therefore, from a hardware requirement point
of view, the requirement imposed on the smart antenna archi-
tecture is similar to those in the shared antenna architecture.

In order to analyse in which mode the antenna should
operate, we define two binary assignment vectors, xu,xd ∈
{0, 1}M×1, for UL and DL, respectively, such that

x
u(d)
i(j) =

{
1, if antenna i (j) is used on UL (DL) ,

0, otherwise.
(3)

However, it is useful to transform the assignment vectors
into diagonal assignment matrices, such that Xu = diag (xu)
and Xd = diag

(
xd
)
. Notice that the antenna architecture

affects both the hardware implementation and the signal model
due to the difference in the number of antennas used. With
the binary matrices, we are able to mathematically model
the smart architecture as a combination between shared and
separate antenna architectures. Using Xu and Xd, the BS
decides whether an antenna i will suffer SI from an antenna
j or not. This is the case in situations where the SI signal is
too strong, in which the antenna j in the DL might not be
used, or in situations where the UE-to-UE interference signal
is too strong, in which the antenna i antenna might not be
used. To reflect the selected architecture on the signal model,
we can apply Xu to the received UL symbol yu, creating
the effective received symbol ỹu = Xuyu. Similarly, we can
apply Xd to the transmitted signal

∑J
m=1 wd

msd
m+cd, creating

the effective transmitted signal Xd
(∑J

m=1 wd
msd

m+cd
)

.
With the antenna assignment, we can rewrite the signal

models of Eqs. (1a)-(1b) as

ỹu =
I∑

i=1

h̃u
i (
√

qu
i su

i + cu
i )+H̃SI

⎛⎝ J∑
j=1

wd
j sd

j +cd

⎞⎠+η̃u+ẽu,

(4a)

ỹd
j = h̃u

i

H

(
J∑

m=1

wd
msd

m+cd

)
+

I∑
i=1

gij

(√
qu
i su

i +cu
i

)
+ηd

j +ed
j ,

(4b)

where h̃u
i = Xuhu

i , h̃d
j = Xdhd

j , H̃SI = XuHSIXd denote
the effective UL, DL, and SI channels, respectively; η̃u =
Xuηu and ẽu=Xueu denote the effective noise and receiver

distortion, with distributions η̃u∼CN (0M , σ2Xu
)
, and ẽu∼

CN (0M , βXu diag(Φu)Xu), respectively.
We assume that the received signal, ỹu, is linearly decoded

at the BS by a filter ru
i ∈ CM×1. Similarly, the received signal

of DL user j, ỹd
j , is linearly decoded by a filter rd

j ∈ C.
Treating SI as noise, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) at the BS of transmitting user i and the SINR at the
receiving user j of the BS are given by

γu
i =

qu
i

∣∣∣ru
i
Hh̃u

i

∣∣∣2
ru

i
HΨu

i r
u
i

, γd
j =

∣∣∣∣rd
j
H
h̃d

j

H

wd
j

∣∣∣∣2∣∣rd
j

∣∣2 Ψd
j

, (5)

where Ψu
i and Ψd

j are the covariance matrix and variance of
the total interference plus noise in the UL and DL, respec-
tively; see (6a)-(6b), as shown at the bottom of the page.
Notice that the rd

j term in the numerator and denominator can
be nulled out, but the beamforming and interference terms
in the numerator and denominator still depend on rd

j . We
leave both terms in the numerator and denominator to directly
express such dependency.

Thus, the achievable sum spectral efficiency (in bps/Hz) for
UL and DL users are given by

Ru
i = log2(1 + γu

i ), Rd
j = log2(1 + γd

j ). (7)

In addition to the spectral efficiency, we consider priorities
for the UL and DL users, which are denoted by αu

i and αd
j ,

respectively. As a special case, our approach includes sum rate
maximization with αu

i = αd
j = 1, for path loss compensation

with αu
i =
∣∣∣h̃u

i

∣∣∣−2

and αd
j =
∣∣∣h̃d

j

∣∣∣−2

, and for traffic requirements

as
∑

i αu
i = 0.2 and

∑
i αu

i = 0.8 to represent traffic
asymmetry of 20% and 80% of UL and DL transmissions,
respectively.

B. Problem Formulation

Our goal is to explore the technology potential of the smart
antenna architecture on the UL and DL antennas, and show
how good the propose smart architecture is. To this end,
we aim to maximize the weighted sum spectral efficiency
of all users, while jointly considering the assignment of
UL and DL antennas, as well as the transmit and receiver
beamforming variables. Specifically, we formulate the joint
antenna assignment and transceiver design problem

maximize
xu,xd,{qu

i }
{wd

j },{ru
i },{rd

j }

I∑
i=1

αu
i Ru

i +
J∑

j=1

αd
jR

d
j (8a)

Ψu
i =

I∑
l �=i

qu
l h̃u

l h̃
u
l

H
+κ

I∑
l=1

qu
l h̃u

l h̃
u
l

H
+

J∑
j=1

H̃SI

(
wd

jw
d
j

H
+κ diag

(
wd

jw
d
j

H
))

H̃H
SI+β

I∑
l=1

qu
l diag

(
h̃u

l h̃
u
l

H)

+ β

J∑
j=1

diag
(
H̃SIwd

jw
d
j

H
H̃H

SI

)
+ σ2Xu, (6a)

Ψd
j =

J∑
m �=j

h̃d
m

H
wd

mwd
m

H
h̃d

m+κ
J∑

m=1

h̃d
m

H
diag

(
wd

mwd
m

H
)

h̃d
m+

I∑
i=1

|gij |2 qu
i (κ+β+1)+β

J∑
m=1

h̃d
m

H
wd

mwd
m

H
h̃d

m+σ2. (6b)
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subject to qu
i ≤ Pu

max, ∀i, (8b)∑J

j=1
tr
(
wd

jw
d
j

H
)
≤ P d

max, (8c)

xu,xd ∈ {0, 1}M×1. (8d)

The optimization variables are xu,xd, {qu
i }, {ru

i } for all
i, and {wd

j}, {rd
j } for all j. Constraints (8b)-(8c) limit the

transmit power per-user and the total DL power, while con-
straint (8d) ensures that the assignment variables are binary.
The optimization problem (8) is a mixed integer nonlinear
programming problem, which is known for its high complexity
and computational intractability [9].

In order to solve problem (8), we adopt the equivalence
between weighted sum rate maximization and sum WMMSE
minimization [10]. Then, let us first define the MSE of the
received symbol by UL user i as

Eu
i =E

{∥∥∥ru
i
Hỹu−su

i

∥∥∥2

2

}
=
∣∣∣√qu

i ru
i
Hh̃u

i −1
∣∣∣2+ ru

i
HΨu

i r
u
i .

(9)

Similarly, let us define the MSE of the received symbol of DL
user j as

Ed
j = E

{∥∥∥rd
j

H
ỹd

j − sd
j

∥∥∥2

2

}
=
∣∣∣∣rd

j

H
h̃d

j

H

wd
j−1

∣∣∣∣2+∣∣rd
j

∣∣2 Ψd
j .

(10)

Using the MSEs definitions, the equivalence between weighted
sum rate maximization and sum WMMSE minimization is
established in the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Let ρu
i and ρd

j denote the weight variables for
UL user i and DL user j, respectively. The following problem
is equivalent to problem (8):

minimize
{ρu

i },{ρd
j },xu,xd,

{qu
i },{wd

j },{ru
i },{rd

j }

∑I

i=1
αu

i (ρu
i Eu

i − log(ρu
i ))

+
∑J

j=1
αd

j

(
ρd

jE
d
j − log(ρd

j )
)

(11a)

subject to Constraints (8b)− (8d). (11b)

Proof: See Appendix B.
Problem (11) has an objective function that is more

amenable to BCD optimization. Nonetheless, due to con-
straints on power allocation (8b)-(8c) and on full-duplex
antennas (8d), the problem is still mixed integer nonlinear
programming and highly nontrivial. Neither problem (8) nor
problem (11) includes the time evolution of the UL and DL
channels, and we leave this for future work. To approach
a solution to problem (11), we use the general framework
of BCD [11], which partitions the problem into blocks of
variables, and optimizes each block at each iteration, while
keeping the remaining variables fixed.

IV. SOLUTION APPROACH BASED ON BLOCK

COORDINATE DESCENT

To solve problem (11), we use the optimization framework
of BCD [11], which provides optimality and convergence
for alternating optimization problems under some general

assumptions. BCD has the ability to partition the problem
into blocks of variables, where each block is optimized at
each iteration and provided that some general assumptions
are met, the iterations are guaranteed to converge. With the
antenna assignment variables, problem (11) is a mixed integer
nonlinear programming problem, and BCD cannot be adopted
along with integer variables due to the lack of guarantees
in the block updates. To this end, we propose a new joint
application of BCD and SDR, in which we prove that the
updates are nondecreasing and converge to the stationary point
of problem (11).

Specifically, we partition problem (11) into five general
blocks of variables:

1) Weight block: {ρu
i , ρd

j}
2) Receiver block: {ru

i , rd
j };

3) Transmitter block: {wd
j , q

u
i };

4) UL antenna block: {xu};
5) DL antenna block: {xd}.

We derive solutions for the five distinct subproblems of (11).
For the updates of the UL and DL weights ρu

i , ρd
j , we use

equation (22) on Appendix B to obtain the optimal weights.
In the following, we consider the receiver block in Section IV-
A; the transmitter block in Section IV-B; and both UL and DL
antenna blocks in Section IV-C.

A. Optimum Receiver Design

Under fixed beamforming vector and transmit power, wd
j

and qu
i , and fixed assignment matrices Xu,Xd, problem (11)

is unconstrained and jointly convex in the UL and DL receive
filters, i.e., {ru

i , rd
j }. Therefore, we can obtain the optimum

MSE receiver by differentiating (11a) with respect to either
ru

i or rd
j , and setting to zero. Notice that the derivatives are

taken with respect to complex numbers, and we use herein the
necessary definitions from [28, Chapter 4]. Thus, the optimum
MSE receiver for UL and DL are

ru
i =

√
qu
i

(
qu
i h̃u

i h̃
u
i

H
+ Ψu

i

)−1

h̃u
i , (12a)

rd
j = h̃d

j

H

wd
j

(
h̃d

j

H

wd
jw

d
j

H
h̃d

j + Ψd
j

)−1

, (12b)

where in the UL special care must be taken, such that the
inverse is taken disregarding the zero columns/rows due to
the usage of Xu and Xd. Notice that (12a)-(12b) correspond
to the well-known minimum mean squared error (MMSE)
receiver.

B. Optimum Transmitter Design

To obtain the DL beamforming vector wd
j and the UL

transmit power qu
i , we now consider all the other variables

fixed and known. With this, the objective function in (11a)
is separable and can be written as a sum of fu({qu

i }) and
fd({wd

j }). Proposition 1 poses this formulation.
Proposition 1: Consider optimization problem (11). Then,

its objective function in (11a) is separable and can be
written as the sum of two quadratic functions: fu({qu

i }) and
fd({wd

j }).
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Proof: See Appendix C.
We consider the change of variable, fu({qu

i }) as q̃u
i =

√
qu
i ,

which is a one-to-one to mapping. Then, fu({q̃u
i }) is a convex

quadratic function. With this, we can write problem (11) with
{q̃u

i } as the sole block of variables as

minimize
{�qu

i }
fu({q̃u

i }) (13a)

subject to q̃u
i

2 ≤ Pu
max, ∀i, (13b)

q̃u
i ≥ 0, ∀i, (13c)

Problem (13) is convex, and its optimal solution can be
obtained using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions.
We express {q̃u

i } as

{q̃u
i } =

⎡⎣ αu
i ρu

i Re
{
ru

i
Hh̃u

i

}
δu
i + tr (Δu

i Ru) + λi

⎤⎦+

, (14)

where λi is the Lagrange multiplier related to con-
straints (13b), [v]+ = max{0, v}, and δu

i ,Δu
i ,Ru are defined

in (24). Note that the λi is found using the complementary
slackness condition satisfying

λi(q̃u
i

2 − Pu
max) = 0, ∀i. (15)

The optimal transmitted power qu
i is readily obtained as

qu
i =q̃u

i

2
.

Similarly, we notice that fd({wd
j }) is a convex quadratic

function of the beamforming vectors {wd
j } because Σd

j

in (25) is positive semidefinite. Therefore, we can rewrite
problem (11) with {wd

j} as the sole block of variables as

minimize
{wd

j }
fd({wd

j }) (16a)

subject to
∑J

j=1
tr
(
wd

jw
d
j

H
)
≤ P d

max, (16b)

Problem (16) is a convex quadratic problem in {wd
j}. Using

the KKT conditions, we express wd
j in closed-form solution

as

wd
j = αd

jρ
d
j r

d
j

H(
Σd

j + μIM

)−1
h̃d

j

H

, (17)

where Σd
j is defined in (26), and the Lagrange multiplier μ is

found using the complementary slackness condition satisfying

μ

(∑J

j=1
tr
(
wd

jw
d
j

H
)
− P d

max

)
= 0. (18)

With this, we find the optimal solution for the transmitter block
by solving problem (13) to obtain qu

i , and using Eqs. (17)-(18)
to obtain wd

j .

C. Antenna Mode Selection

We now consider all the other variables fixed and known,
and analyse the sum MSE problem separately with the antenna
assignment matrices Xu and Xd as variables.

We can write the sum WMMSE in Eq. (11a) as the sum
of two quadratic and one biquadratic functions that depend
on Xu and Xd: fu(Xu), fd(Xd), and fu,d(Xu,Xd), where
they depend on Xu, Xd, and jointly on Xu, Xd, respectively.

Notice that the UL block depends only on Xu, which allow
us to consider fu,d(Xu,Xd) with fixed Xd, whereas the same
applies for the DL block. Thus, we can write the UL objective
function as f̃u(Xu) = fu(Xu) + fu,d(Xu,Xd)|Xdfix, and
similarly in the DL as f̃d(Xd)=fd(Xd)+fu,d(Xu,Xd)|Xufix.
Proposition 2 poses this formulation.

Proposition 2: Consider optimization problem (11). Then,
its objective function in (11a) can be written as the sum of
two quadratic functions fu(Xu), fd(Xd) and one biquadratic
function fu,d(Xu,Xd). Furthermore, the objective function of
UL and DL block can be simplified into the quadratic functions
f̃u(Xu) and f̃d(Xd).

Proof: See Appendix D.
Using BCD and Proposition 2, we can write problem (11)

as two separate problems; one with variable Xu using fixed
Xd, and another with variable Xd using fixed Xu. We notice
that both UL and DL functions have the same mathematical
structure, and for ease of notation, we write the general
antenna assignment problem

minimize
x

f̃(X) (19a)

subject to x ∈ {0, 1}M×1, (19b)

where variable X and objective function f̃(X) can represent
either UL and DL. When solving problem (19) for UL, we do
not consider fd(Xd) in the objective, and vice-versa. However,
the structure of problem (19) is still difficult to handle due to
the binary constraint on Xu or Xd.

Therefore, we equivalently rewrite problem (19) as the
homogeneous boolean quadratic problem; see Proposition 3.

Proposition 3: Consider problem (19). Then, problem (19)
is equivalent to the boolean quadratic problem below:

minimize
z

zTΥz + d (20a)

subject to zn ∈ {−1, 1}, ∀n = 1, . . . , M + 1, (20b)

Proof: See Appendix E.
Problem (20) is a boolean quadratic problem, which belongs

to the class of NP-hard problems [12], [29]. Problem (20) has
high complexity, as the authors in [29] proved that finding the
global minimum with unique solution is NP-hard. Due to the
high complexity of problem (20), we resort to SDR. Semi-
definite relaxation is a powerful and efficient approximation
technique to solve nonconvex quadratic problems [12]. SDR
has also been applied to the problem of maximum likelihood
detection in CDMA systems [30], [31].

In the following result, we rewrite problem (20) into SDR
form.

Proposition 4: Consider optimization problem (43). This
problem can be relaxed using SDR formulation as

minimize
Z

tr (ΥZ) + d (21a)

subject to [Z]nn = 1, ∀n = 1, . . . , M + 1 (21b)

Z 	 0. (21c)

Proof: See Appendix F.
Problem (21) is convex and can be solved using well-known

solvers. However, the matrix provided by such solvers may not
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have rank-1, which implies that we need to retrieve a rank-1
solution from the solution matrix. By suitably rounding in
an appropriate manner the optimal solution of problem (21),
we are able to provide feasible solutions to problem (20)
and approximation guarantees. For a similar problem for-
mulation in maximum likelihood detection in CDMA [31],
the approximation obtained by randomization is tight and
asymptotically optimal in the high signal to noise ratio (SNR)
regime [32]. However, in our case this approximation does
not apply because the distribution of the matrices and vectors
necessary for the asymptotic analysis present in [32] are not
present herein. Nevertheless, our numerical results show that
the solution of problem (21) provides a tight solution for
the UL block, and a small approximation gap for the DL
block.

Algorithm 1 details the randomization used to approximate
the solution of problem (20). The basic idea is to generate a
binary vector z using the solution matrix Z� of problem (21)
and random vectors ξ∼N (0,Z�), which can be accomplished
using Cholesky factorization. We generate L random samples
ξl, and select the sample set that provides the minimum value
of the objective function in problem (21) (see lines 2-5).
If the set has cardinality one, then select the optimal sample,
and construct the vector z� with size M × 1 (see line 8).
Otherwise, select the optimal sample zn� that has more active
antennas, i.e., the sample that has more +1 than −1 (see
lines 10-11 ). Then, we are able to approximate x� and finish
the randomization procedure (see line 13).

Algorithm 1 Gaussian Randomization Procedure for Prob-
lem (21)
1: Input: SDR solution Z� and number of randomizations L
2: for l = 1, . . . , L do
3: Generate ξl ∼ N (0,Z�)
4: Construct feasible point zl = sgn(ξl)
5: end for
6: Determine L = {zn|zn = argminl=1,...,L zl

TΥzl}
7: if card (L) = 1 then
8: Select z� = [zn]1:M
9: else

10: Select n� = arg maxn=1,...,card(L) zn
T(1 + zn)/2

11: Select z� = [zn� ]1:M
12: end if
13: Approximate x� = (z� + 1)/2
14: Output: x� as the approximate solution for problem (19)

D. Summary of the Algorithm

The solution of the WMMSE problem (11) is named
A-SDP and can be summarized as follows in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm initializes the beamforming vectors wd

j and
transmitting powers qu

i such that constraints (8b)-(8c) are
fulfilled at equality; assigns identity matrices to Xu,Xd; and
sets ρu

i , ρd
j as ones. Subsequently, we denote by n the iteration

counter, and by f0 the objective function of problem (11),
and initialize it both as zero. The algorithm updates all the
blocks sequentially until the convergence criterion is met, i.e.,

until the difference between previous and current update of the
objective function f0 is lower than or equal to the predefined
threshold ζ. Notice that for the assignment blocks in the UL
and DL, we only update the blocks if it leads to a decrease in
the objective function f0.

In Section V we present an in-depth theoretical analysis
of Algorithm 2, including its convergence, complexity and the
necessary information at each node for its implementation.

Algorithm 2 A-SDP: Solution of WMMSE Problem (11)

1: Initialize hu
i ,hd

j ,HSI, gij ,wd
j , qu

i ,xu,xd, ρu
i , ρd

j , ζ
2: Set n = 0 and f0(n) = 0
3: while |f0(n)− f0(n− 1)| > ζ do
4: n← n + 1
5: Update {ru

i (n), rd
j (n)} using equations (12a)-(12b)

6: Update {qu
i (n)} using equation (14)-(15) or solving

problem (13)
7: Update {wd

j (n)} using equation (17)-(18) or solving
problem (16)

8: Evaluate the objective function f0 up to this point
9: Evaluate xu�

by solving problem (21) and using Algo-
rithm 1

10: Evaluate the objective function with xu�

: f0|xu�

11: if f0(n)|xu� ≤ f0 then
12: Update xu(n): xu(n)← xu�

13: else
14: Keep xu(n): xu(n)← xu(n− 1)
15: end if
16: Evaluate the objective function f0 up to this point
17: Evaluate xd�

by solving problem (21) and using Algo-
rithm 1

18: Evaluate the objective function with xd�: f0|xd�

19: if f0|xd� ≤ f0 then
20: Update xdn

: xdn ← xd�

21: else
22: Keep xdn

: xdn ← xdn−1

23: end if
24: Update {ρu

i (n), ρd
j (n)} using equations (22)

25: Evaluate the objective function f0(n)
26: end while
27: Output: ru

i , rd
j ,wd

j , qu
i ,Xu,Xd

V. CONVERGENCE AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

To show the theoretical guarantees of our proposed solution,
we establish the fundamental properties of Algorithm 2 in
terms of convergence, complexity, and also specify how the
necessary CSI is acquired.

A. Convergence

The convergence of the iterations in Algorithm 2 is estab-
lished in Theorem 2. For sake of simplicity, we define
π as the vector composed of all blocks, i.e., π =({ρu

i , ρd
j}, {ru

i , rd
j }, {wd

j , q
u
i }, {xu}, {xd}).

Theorem 2: Let {πn} be the sequence generated by the
updates of the variable π composed of all blocks generated
by Algorithm 2. Then, the following is true:
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1) The sequence of iterations f({πn}) is non-increasing;
2) When the SDR in problem (21) is tight for both UL and

DL blocks, {πn} has limit points. Moreover, every limit
point π of {πn} is a stationary point of the WMMSE
objective function.

Proof: See Appendix G.
Notice that part (a) of Theorem 2 is always guaranteed,

and usually this condition is the best one can achieve when
solving combinatorial problems within mixed-integer nonlin-
ear problems. As for part (b), when the solution provided
by SDR using randomization is tight, it guarantees that the
iterates {πn} converge to a stationary point. We note that the
sufficient condition in Theorem 2 (b) is expected since globally
optimal solution are needed to show BCD convergence. Thus,
Theorem 2 ensures the convergence of Algorithm 2, and
when randomization is tight, convergence to a stationary
point.

B. Complexity

In the complexity analysis of Algorithm 2, we need to
take into account the computational complexity of the blocks
involved. We will neglect low complexity operations such
as matrix multiplication, bisection, since their effect on the
overall complexity is marginal. For the linear receiver blocks
{ru

i (n), rd
j (n)} that are solved using equations (12a)-(12b),

the most computationally demanding operation is the matrix
inversion, which has overall complexity O (IM3

)
. For block

{qu
i (n)} solved via equations (14)-(15), the overall complexity

is dominated by the bisection, along with matrix and vector
multiplications, which are all small. For block {wd

j (n)} solved
via equations (17)-(18), the complexity is dominated by the
matrix inversion, which has complexity O(M3).

For the assignment blocks {xu} and {xd}, we analyse
them as a single block because they have the same structure.
Algorithm 2 solves the SDP problem (21) and later use
randomization to retrieve a rank-1 solution. In the proposed
SDP problem (21), the variable is matrix Z, which is positive
semidefinite and has (M + 1)(M + 2)/2 different entries,
and has one constraint for each diagonal element [Z]nn.
From [33], the complexity solving the SDP problem in (21) is
O ((M + 1)3(M + 2)2

)
. For the randomization part, the most

demanding operation is the Cholesky decomposition, which
has complexity of O ((M + 1)3

)
[34].

Therefore, from the above analysis the most demanding
operation per iteration of Algorithm 2 is solving the SDP prob-
lem (21), which is much larger than all operations performed
in other blocks. Disregarding terms of lower order, the worst-
case complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(M5).

C. CSI Acquisition

Algorithm 2 is centralized and run at the BS. The BS
is the coordinator of the system and has knowledge of the
CSI, which is also in accordance with some works in the
full-duplex literature [19], [27]. We assume block fading
channels, including the self-interference channels, the UL and
DL channels, which remain unchanged during the coherence
time. Therefore, our A-SDP solution in Algorithm 2 allows

TABLE I

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

to find the near optimal antenna operation modes for a given
channel setup.

To acquire the channel gains, the BS transmits reference
signals in the DL and receives them in UL, on which
these signals are standardized by 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) [35]. For the SI channel, the estimates are
obtained when using the SI suppression at the BS [2]. For
the DL channel, the BS can use the reported received signal
strength indicator (RSSI) or the reference signal receive power
(RSRP) to estimate or measure the quality of the channel [35,
Section 5.1.8]. For the UL channel, the users can transmit spe-
cific reference signals, such as the sounding reference signal
(SRS), or the demodulation reference signal (DMRS) to enable
the BS to acquire CSI. As for the interference channel between
UL and DL users, the recently standardized measurement sig-
nals for device-to-device communications can be used, such as
the sidelink transmission and reception reference signals [36].
The transmitter and receiver distortions in our model act as
independent zero mean Gaussian noise [8], whose variance is
linearly proportional to the intended transmit or receive signal
at the antenna. Hence, the transceiver distortions do not need
to be taken into account when estimating the channels because
they are considered in the signal model as noise.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we consider a single cell system operating in
the pico cell scenario [37]. The total number of antennas at the
BS varies between M = 4, . . . , 64, and the total number of
served users are I +J = {4, 8}, where we assume that I = J .
For the initial points to be assigned in our proposed A-SDP
algorithm, we set the UL and DL powers equal to maximum,
while the assignment variables are set such that all antennas
are used for simultaneous UL and DL transmissions (shared
mode).

We compare the performance of our proposed solution with
that of three other algorithms:

1) EXH: Exhaustive search of problem (11), which analy-
ses all possible 22M assignments with optimal linear
beamformers, and selects the antenna assignment that
gives the highest sum rate. This solution is the global
optimal solution for problem (11);

2) SPLIT: Equal splitting of antennas between UL and
DL, i.e., separates half of the antennas for transmis-
sion (xd = [0M/2 1M/2]T) and half of the antennas
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Fig. 3. Convergence rate of the proposed solution A-SDP with 4 antennas
and 2 UL/DL users. Notice that the convergence is smooth is non-decreasing.

for reception (xu = [1M/2 0M/2]T). Without loss of
generality, we refer to the separate architecture as split
in this section;

3) HD: Half-Duplex transmission, which uses the optimal
linear beamformers achieved by solving the half-duplex
version of problem (11) as in [10], i.e., without antenna
assignment and coupling between UL and DL users.
Moreover, either all antennas transmit (DL part) or all
antennas receive (UL part).

In Section VI-A we show the convergence and optimality
gap between our proposed algorithm against the exhaustive
search of problem (11). For this, we also compare the perfor-
mance of these algorithms when there is a traffic asymmetry
between UL and DL. This is accomplished by setting the UL
weights αu

i = 0.1 and DL weights αd
j = 0.9, which repre-

sent a traffic asymmetry of 10%-90% between UL and DL.
In Section VI-B we compare the performance of these algo-
rithms for different self-interference regime, number of UL/DL
users, and Tx/Rx distortion. Furthermore, in Section VI-C we
analyse the number of antennas and how the antennas are
shared between UL/DL users in a system with small and high
number of antennas.

A. Analysis of Optimality Gap

Figure 3 shows the convergence of A-SDP for a randomly
selected Monte Carlo draw. The plot shows the sum spectral
efficiency in a system with 4 antennas, 2 UL/DL users, and
residual SI power of σ2

SI = −70dB. As expected, the solution
converges fast, in approximately 30 iterations, and the conver-
gence is smooth and monotonically non-decreasing.

Using the same system configuration from Figure 3, we can
now evaluate the performance of the proposed A-SDP with
respect to EXH, SPLIT and HD. Figure 4 shows the empirical
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the sum spectral
efficiency for all users, which is the objective function of
problem (8). The optimality gap between A-SDP and EXH
is negligible, while the sum spectral efficiency gain compared
to HD is approximately 49% at the 50-th percentile. Moreover,
SPLIT is worse than HD for approximately 54% of the cases,
which shows that a naive splitting of the antennas is worse than
HD solutions. In the Monte Carlo experiments in which SPLIT
outperforms HD, UL and DL users in the system have better
channel conditions than in the other Monte Carlo experiments.

Fig. 4. Empirical CDF of the sum spectral efficiency of all users in a
system with 4 antennas and 2 UL/DL users. The proposed A-SDP achieves
a performance close to the exhaustive search EXH and better than SPLIT
and HD.

Fig. 5. Empirical CDF of the weighted sum spectral efficiency of all users in
a system with 4 antennas and 2 UL/DL users, where the weights are the traffic
asymmetry (10−90%). The proposed A-SDP has a performance close to the
exhaustive search EXH, and SPLIT reaches A-SDP at the 60-th percentile.

Overall, the gains of allowing antenna sharing – specifically
through the proposed solution A-SDP – instead of the
split solution is high, approximately 56% at the 50-th
percentile.

To understand the impact of antenna splitting when the
traffic is biased towards the DL, we set the weights αu

i =
0.1, αd

j = 0.9 to reflect the traffic asymmetry of 10% in
the UL and 90% in the DL. Due to the non-convexity and
combinatorial nature of our original problem (8), there are
potentially many local minimum and saddle points. This sug-
gests that we can initialize the power for the UL smaller than
the maximum power for the traffic asymmetry case. In Figure 5
we notice that A-SDP has an optimality gap of approximately
10% with respect to EXH at the 50-th percentile. Interestingly,
SPLIT reaches the same performance as A-SDP from the 60-th
percentile onwards, which shows that a normal splitting of the
antennas is the solution chosen in 40% of the cases by the
close-to-optimal A-SDP. The gap between HD and A-SDP
is approximately 64% at the 50-th percentile, while SPLIT
outperforms HD only from the 9-th percentile onwards. Note
that the main difference between SPLIT in Figures 4 and 5 is
the point in which SPLIT outperforms HD. Due to the weights
from the traffic asymmetry, it is expected that the objective
function in the x-axis in Figure 5 is lower than Figure 4.

Engineering Insight 1: The proposed smart antenna archi-
tecture with a joint antenna assignment and beamforming
design solution, named A-SDP, is close to the optimal solution
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Fig. 6. Average sum spectral efficiency for different residual SI powers,
assuming 4 antennas at the BS and 2 UL/DL users. The proposed A-SDP has
almost no loss of performance across different residual SI powers. Moreover,
SPLIT decreases quickly and is outperformed by HD.

Fig. 7. Average weighted sum spectral efficiency for different residual SI
powers, assuming 4 antennas at the BS and 2 UL/DL users. Once more,
A-SDP maintains the average performance but now SPLIT improves with an
increase in the residual SI power.

EXH, and greatly outperforms HD in terms of sum (and
weighted sum) spectral efficiency with and without traffic
bias. SPLIT reaches the same performance of A-SDP in many
situations with traffic bias.

B. Analysis of the Self-Interference and Tx/Rx Distortions

In this section we present the average spectral effi-
ciency for different residual SI powers and transceiver
distortions. We vary the residual SI powers σ2

SI from low
(−100dB) to high (−50dB) residual SI power power. We
analyse the impact of the number of UL/DL, and the Rician
factor K in the sum spectral efficiency. For the transceiver
distortions, we vary κ/β from low (−120dB) to high (−50dB)
Tx/Rx distortions. Figure 6 shows the average sum spectral
efficiency for a system with 4 antennas at the BS and 2
UL/DL users. Note that A-SDP maintains almost the same
average spectral efficiency for high and low residual SI powers.
Because of the antenna sharing, all UL and DL users have
access to more antennas, which can be used to suppress SI.
In contrast, SPLIT quickly decreases with an increase in the
residual SI power, which is outperformed by HD from −70dB
onwards.

Figure 7 shows the average weighted sum spectral effi-
ciency with the same traffic asymmetry between UL and DL
users as in the previous case, 10-90%. Similarly to Figure 6,
the proposed A-SDP solution is able to maintain almost the

Fig. 8. Average sum spectral efficiency for different residual SI powers,
assuming 4 antennas at the BS and 4 UL/DL users. With more users in the
UL and DL, the antennas are no longer able to null more the self-interference,
and thus the decrease with higher residual SI powers.

same performance with different residual SI powers. Surpris-
ingly, the SPLIT solution improves with high residual SI
power. The reason is that the asymmetry prioritizes DL over
UL transmissions, which are the ones impacted by SI. For this
reason, the performance of the UL users are degraded more
by SI, but since their priority is low, the system increases the
spectral efficiency of DL users rather than reducing it in order
to mitigate the impact of SI on the UL users.

Engineering Insight 2: The proposed A-SDP solution is
resilient against residual SI power, with or without traffic
asymmetry. SPLIT outperforms HD and is close to the A-SDP
solution when the residual SI power is high and with traffic
asymmetry. Notably, the shared architecture, represented by
our A-SDP solution, is more robust to residual SI power than
the split architecture, represented by SPLIT.

Figure 8 shows the average sum spectral efficiency with
4 UL and DL users while maintaining 4 antennas at the BS.
Notice that the proposed A-SDP solution decreases quickly
with increasing residual SI power, but still outperforms HD.
Since it is harder for the antenna assignment to select some
antennas to be in only UL or only in DL because of the
high number of users in the system, the beamforming is less
effective in nulling the remaining SI with a higher number
of spatially multiplexed users. Moreover, the SPLIT solution
is worse than HD for all residual SI powers, showing that in
scenarios with a high number of users this solution should not
be selected.

Engineering Insight 3: With more users in the system,
A-SDP solution still outperforms HD but its performance
decreases quickly with an increase in the residual SI power.
SPLIT is outperformed by HD for all the residual SI powers
analysed. Specifically, spatially multiplexing high number of
users brings performance degradation to the shared architec-
ture, and much higher degradation to the split architecture.

To understand the impact of the Rician fading in our
proposed solution A-SDP, we compare in Figure 9 the average
spectral efficiency for K = 30dB and K = 0dB. When
K = 30dB, the line of sight part of the SI channel dom-
inates the channel, which implies that the SI channel has
very few strong directions. Due to this reason, the average
spectral efficiency barely changes for the A-SDP solution and
increases for the SPLIT algorithm. For the A-SDP, the average
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Fig. 9. Average sum spectral efficiency for different residual SI powers and
Rician K factors, assuming 4 antennas at the BS and 2 UL/DL users. Notice
that with K = 30dB, the average spectral efficiency increases significantly
for the SPLIT solution but mildly for A-SDP.

Fig. 10. Average sum spectral efficiency for different Tx and Rx distortions
in a system with residual SI power of −70dB, assuming 8 antennas at the BS
and 4 UL/DL users.

spectral efficiency is initially higher, the maximum relative
gain reached is approximately 1.5% when the at −90dB of
residual SI power. In addition, the curves for K = 30dB and
0dB cross-over at −70dB of residual SI power, and for K =
30dB the average relative loss with respect to K = 0dB is
approximately 0.86% at −50dB of residual SI power. Thus,
the impact of a higher Rician K factor in the A-SDP algorithm
is negligible. The reason is that A-SDP is already using the
antenna assignment to select the direction with the strongest
eigenvalues and may decide to not use the weaker directions
that will only create more SI. When comparing the Rician K
factor for the SPLIT algorithm, the average spectral efficiency
increases by approximately 8.5% with a residual SI power of
−100dB. When the residual SI power reaches −50dB, which
is a very strong SI signal, the difference is approximately 2%.

Engineering Insight 4: Scenarios with strong LOS condi-
tions, i.e. high Rician factor K , strongly impact the perfor-
mance of the SPLIT algorithm but mildly for the A-SDP
algorithm. The A-SDP algorithm is already selecting the
strongest eigenvalues (LOS direction) and may decide to not
use the weaker directions.

Figure 10 shows the average sum spectral efficiency with
4 UL and DL users while maintaining 8 antennas at the BS.
As the distortions at the Tx/Rx increase past −80dB, the sum
spectral efficiency decreases sharply. Recall that in Figure 10
the total number of spatially multiplexed users is the same as
the total number of antennas, and the decrease in sum spectral

Fig. 11. Average sum spectral efficiency for number of antennas at the
BS while maintaining the ration between antennas and users equals to two.
Assuming a residual SI power of −70dB, the difference between A-SDP and
SPLIT increases with the number of antennas, as well as the gains with respect
to HD.

efficiency is still high with a high distortion. Comparing this
result with Figure 7, the impact of Tx/Rx distortions is higher
than the impact of high residual SI power.

Engineering Insight 5: The proposed solution A-SDP is
resilient to high Tx/Rx distortion up to a certain power level,
at which the sum spectral efficiency starts to decrease quickly.
Moreover, the impact of high Tx/Rx distortion in the system
is higher than high residual SI power.

C. Analysis of Number of Antennas

As the number of antennas at the BS increases, it becomes
more difficult to implement the shared architecture due to the
usage of analog circuits (circulators and duplexers) that are
currently available. Nevertheless, it is important to understand
the gains when antenna sharing is available for a high number
of antennas, which yields a higher degree of freedom for
the proposed antenna assignment solution A-SDP. Figure 11
shows the average sum spectral efficiency in a system with
residual SI power of −70dB, and assuming a fixed ratio
between antennas and UL/DL users equals to two. As the
number of antennas and users in the system increases, notice
that the gap between A-SDP and SPLIT widens and reaches
27% with 32 antennas. Moreover, the gains with respect to
HD also increase with the number of antennas; using our
proposed A-SDP solution the relative gain is approximately
91%. Therefore, if antenna sharing is available in the antenna
assignment algorithm, the gains when compared to a simple
split solution and HD are high.

Engineering Insight 6: With an increasing number of
antennas and UL/DL users, A-SDP solution outperforms
SPLIT and HD in terms of average sum spectral efficiency.
Thus, it is advantageous to use the shared architecture for
systems with high number of antennas and UL/DL users.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article we considered the fundamentals of sharing and
splitting of antennas in UL and DL of a base station in order
to maximize the performance of full-duplex communications.
Specifically, our objective was to show the benefits of a new
smart antenna architecture. We investigated these benefits by
the weighted sum spectral efficiency of UL and DL users in FD
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cellular networks, which resulted in an NP-hard problem. Due
to its inherent block nature of such a problem, we resorted
to block coordinate descent to solve it in a per block man-
ner. For the blocks with continuous variables, the problems
were proved to be convex and the optimum solutions were
provided. For the antenna assignment blocks, we proved that
the problems are NP-hard, and we obtained a close-to-optimal
solution using SDR with randomization. We also showed that
the A-SDP solution monotonically increases the weighted sum
spectral efficiency.

The numerical results demonstrated that our A-SDP solution
improved the weighted sum spectral efficiency of the users
when compared to a naive splitting of antennas and HD
transmissions, while being close to the optimal exhaustive
search. Moreover, our solution is robust against changes in
the SI residual power, to changes in the Tx/Rx distortion up
to a certain power level, and the gains with respect to the split
solution and HD transmission increase with the number of
antennas. Finally, the results show that a smart antenna assign-
ment greatly outperforms a naive antenna splitting solution.

In future works, we intend to analyse the impact of antenna
sharing and splitting in a system with multiple antennas
also at the user side. Moreover, the time evolution of the
UL and DL channels and fairness aspects on the proposed
smart architecture are important directions that need further
investigation.

APPENDIX A
USEFUL PROPERTIES

Throughout the article we need to use some properties
related to the trace of a matrix, and the diagonal operator.
We enumerate these properties below:

1) tr (AB)=tr (BA);
2) xHAx=tr

(
xHAx

)
=tr

(
AxxH

)
;

3)
∑

i tr
(
xHAix

)
=tr

(
xH (

∑
i Ai)x

)
;

4) tr
(
diag(xxH)A

)
=xH diag(A)x;

5) yH diag (x)A diag (x) z =
xH
(
Diag

(
yH
)
A Diag (z)

)
x.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Our channel model can be understood as one SIMO inter-
ference broadcast channel in the UL and one MISO broadcast
channel in the DL. Since both the SIMO and MISO broadcast
channels are covered by the results in [10], our model that
assumes a combination of both is also ensured by the results
in [10].

For the equivalence for the transmit beamformers, wd
j ,

the transmit powers, qu
i , and the receive beamformers, ru

i

and rd
j , is established by Theorem 1 in [10]. The optimal

weights ρu
i and ρd

j are found by checking first order optimality
conditions, and are given by

ρu
i = (Eu

i )−1, ρu
i = (Ed

j )−1. (22)

With respect to the antenna selection variables, xu and xd,
the equivalence is established when the variables are fixed. The

proof of [10, Theorem 1] requires the variables to be continu-
ous so that first order optimality can be used. Hence, since
the antenna selection variables are binary, the equivalence
established by [10, Theorem 1] can no longer be established
if there are discrete variables in the optimization problem. For
fixed antenna selection variables, all the remaining variables
are continuous and the equivalence is established between
problems (8) and (11) with the same fixed antenna selection
variables. The equivalence between problems (8) and (11)
is in the natural sense that the global optimal solutions
to optimization variables xu,xd, {qu

i }, {ru
i }, {wd

j}, {rd
j } for

both problems are the same [38].

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Using Properties (1)-(4) in Appendix A, such as
Properties (1)-(4), we define function fu({qu

i }) as

fu({qu
i })=

∑I

i=1
fu

i (qu
i ), (23)

fu
i (qu

i )=
(
δu
i + tr (Δu

i R
u)
)
qu
i − 2αu

i ρu
i Re

{
ru

i
Hh̃u

i

}√
qu
i

where

δu
i = (κ+β+1)

∑J

j=1
αd

jρ
d
j

∣∣rd
j

∣∣2 |gij |2 , (24a)

Δu
i = (1+κ) h̃u

ih̃u
i

H
+β diag

(
h̃u

lh̃u
l

H)
, (24b)

Ru =
∑I

l=1
αu

l ρu
l r

u
l r

u
l
H. (24c)

Using similar properties as before, we can write fd({wd
j })

as

fd({wd
j }) =

∑J

j=1
fd

j (wd
j ),

fd
j (wd

j ) =wd
jΣ

d
jw

d
j

H − 2αd
jρ

d
j Re

{
rd
j

H
h̃d

j

H

wd
j

}
, (25)

where

Σd
j = H̃H

SI

(
Ru+β diag (Ru)

)
H̃SI+κ diag

(
H̃H

SIR
uH̃SI

)
+ rd

(
(β+1)H̃d

j +κ diag(H̃d
j )
)
, (26a)

H̃d
j = h̃d

j h̃
d
j

H

, rd =
∑J

m=1
αd

mρd
m

∣∣rd
m

∣∣2 . (26b)

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

Initially, we define function fu(Xu) as

fu(Xu)=
∑I

i=1
αu

i ρu
i

{
ru

i
HXuΓu

1X
uru

i + σ2ru
i
HXuru

i

− 2
√

qu
i Re

{
ru

i
HXuhu

i

}}
, (27)

where Γu
1 is defined as

Γu
1 =
∑I

l=1
qu
l

[
(κ + 1)hu

l h
u
l
H+β diag

(
hu

l h
u
l
H
)]

. (28)

In addition, we define function fd(Xd) as

fd(Xd)=
J∑

j=1

{
wd

j

H
XdΘd

jX
dwd

j−2αd
jρ

d
j Re

{
rd
j

H
hd

j

H
Xdwd

j

}}
,

(29)
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where

Θd
j = rd(β + 1)Hd

j + rdκ diag
(
Hd

j

)
. (30)

Finally, we define

fu,d(Xu,Xd)

=
∑I

i=1

∑J

j=1
αu

i ρu
i r

u
i
H

{
XuHSIXd

(
wd

jw
d
j

H

+ κ diag
(
wd

jw
d
j

H
))

XdHSI
HXu

+ β diag
(
XuHSIXdwd

jw
d
j

H
XdHSI

HXu
)}

ru
i . (31)

Since the UL block depends only on Xu, we consider
fu,d(Xu,Xd) with fixed Xd, whereas the same applies for
the DL block. Using the trace properties mentioned in Appen-
dix A, we can write the updated expressions as

fu,d(Xu,Xd)|Xdfix =
∑I

i=1
αu

i ρu
i r

u
i
HXuΓu

2X
uru

i , (32a)

fu,d(Xu,Xd)|Xufix =
∑J

j=1
wd

j

H
Xd
(
Γd

1 + κ diag(Γd
1)

+ βΓd
2

)
Xdwd

j , (32b)

where matrices Γu
2 ,Γd

1,Γ
d
2 are defined as

Γu
2 =

J∑
m=1

[
HSIXd

(
wd

mwd
m

H
+κ diag

(
wd

mwd
m

H
))

XdHSI
H

+β diag

(
HSIXdwd

mwd
m

H
XdHSI

H

)]
, (33a)

Γd
1 = HSI

HXuRuXuHSI, (33b)

Γd
2 = HSI

HXu diag (Ru)XuHSI. (33c)

With these expressions, we can write the objective func-
tions f̃u(Xu) = fu(Xu)+ fu,d(Xu,Xd)|Xdfix for UL, and
f̃d(Xd)=fd(Xd)+fu,d(Xu,Xd)|Xufix for DL as

f̃u(Xu) =
∑I

i=1
αu

i ρu
i

{
ru

i
HXuΛuXuru

i + σ2ru
i
HXuru

i

− 2
√

qu
i Re

{
ru

i
HXuhu

i

}}
, (34a)

f̃d(Xd) =
J∑

j=1

{
wd

j

H
XdΛd

jX
dwd

j−2αd
jρ

d
j Re

{
rd
j

H
hd

j

H
Xdwd

j

}}
,

(34b)

where matrices Λu, Λd
j are defined as

Λu =Γu
1 +Γu

2 , (35a)

Λd
j =Θd

j +Γd
1+κ diag(Γd

1)+Γd
2. (35b)

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

Since the expressions for UL and DL have similar structure,
we will prove only for the DL. Then, using Property 5 from

Appendix A, we can write the quadratic term with Xd as

J∑
j=1

wd
j

H
XdΛd

jX
dwd

j =xdT

(
J∑

j=1

diag
(
wd

j

H
)
Λd

jdiag
(
wd

j

))
xd,

=xdT
Λ̃dxd, (36)

where

Λ̃d =
∑J

j=1
diag

(
wd

j

H
)

Λd
j diag

(
wd

j

)
. (37)

Using Property 1 for the linear term on Xd, we have that

Re
{
rd
j

H
hd

j

H
Xdwd

j

}
= Re

{
rd
j

H
tr
(
hd

j

H
diag

(
xd
)
wd

j

)}
,

= Re
{
rd
j

H
tr
(
diag

(
xd
)
wd

jh
d
j

H
)}

,

= Re
{
rd
j

H
Diag

(
hd

jw
d
j

HH
)

xd

}
, (38)

and by including the full term with the sum, we obtain∑J

j=1
αd

jρ
d
j Re

{
rd
j

H
Diag

(
hd

jw
d
j

HH
)}

xd = adT
xd, (39)

where ad is defined as

ad =
∑J

j=1
αd

jρ
d
j Re

{
rd
j

H
Diag

(
hd

jw
d
j

H
)}

. (40)

Thus, we can write f̃d(Xd) in equation (34b) in the equivalent
form as

f̃d(Xd) =
J∑

j=1

{
wd

j

H
XdΛd

jX
dwd

j−2αd
jρ

d
j Re

{
rd
j

H
hd

j

H
Xdwd

j

}}
,

= xdT
Λ̃dxd − 2adT

xd. (41)

The UL expression for f̃u(Xu) can be written in a similar
form, but using matrix Λ̃u and vector au, which are defined
as

Λ̃u =
∑I

i=1
αu

i ρu
i diag

(
ru

i
H
)
Λu diag (ru

i ) , (42a)

au =
∑I

i=1
αu

i ρu
i

{√
qu
i Re

{
Diag

(
ru

i h
u
i
H
)H
}

− σ2

2
Diag

(
ru

i r
u
i
H
)}

. (42b)

Therefore, we write problem (19) in an equivalent non-
homogeneous quadratic problem as

minimize
x

xTΛ̃x− 2aTx (43a)

subject to xk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k = 1, . . . , M. (43b)

In order to write problem (43) into an homogeneous
quadratic problem, the first step is to convert the binary
vector x into the boolean vector v, where v = 2x − 1 and
x = (1/2)(v+ 1). With this, the problem (43) can be written
into the boolean equivalent formulation:

minimize
v

1
4
vTΛ̃v − bTv + d (44a)

subject to vk ∈ {−1, 1}, ∀k = 1, . . . , M, (44b)
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where the vector b and scalar d are defined as b = a −
1
2 Re

{
1TΛ̃

}
, and d =

(
1
41

TΛ̃1− aT1
)

.
The next step is to convert the objective function in

Eq. (44a) into an homogeneous quadratic function, and to do
this we follow the steps in [12]. Let us define the boolean
scalar t ∈ {±1}, which implies that t2 = 1. Then, we define
the auxiliary variable ṽ, such that v= tṽ. With the change of
variables, problem (44) becomes:

minimize
ṽ,t

1
4
ṽTΛ̃ṽ − bTtṽ + d (45a)

subject to t, ṽk ∈ {−1, 1}, ∀k = 1, . . . , M, (45b)

Then, consider the vector z and matrix Υ defined as

z =
[
ṽ t

]T ∈ {±1}M+1, (46a)

Υ =

[
(1/4)Λ̃ −b/2

−bT/2 01×1

]
. (46b)

Using z and matrix Υ, we can write the objective func-
tion (45a) as an homogeneous quadratic function

1
4
vTΛ̃v − bTv + d = zTΥz + d. (47)

With this, we can now write problem (19) as the homogeneous
boolean quadratic problem defined in (20).

APPENDIX F
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4

In the following, we use Property 2 to arrive into an SDP
function as

zTΥz = tr
(
zTΥz

)
= tr

⎛⎝Υ zzT︸︷︷︸
Z

⎞⎠ = tr (ΥZ) . (48)

With the new matrix Z as variable, we replace constraint (45b)
by [Z]nn = 1 for all the diagonal elements, and add two
new constraints: matrix Z needs to be positive semidefinite,
i.e., Z 	 0; and the rank of Z needs to be equal to one,
i.e., rank (Z) = 1. Applying these modifications, we rewrite
problem (45) into the SDP equivalent form as

minimize
Z

tr (ΥZ) + d (49a)

subject to [Z]nn = 1, n = 1, . . . , M + 1, (49b)

rank (Z) = 1, (49c)

Z 	 0. (49d)

Problem (49) is equivalent to the initial problem (43), i.e.,
they yield the same optimal solution [38]. Although matrix Z
does not need to be boolean, the rank-1 constraint (49c) makes
the problem non-convex and NP-hard [12]. To circumvent this
difficulty, we relax the rank-1 constraint (49c), and write the
SDR formulation as defined in problem (21).

APPENDIX G
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

The proof of part (a) follows from the BCD approach. For
blocks {ρu

i , ρd
j}, {ru

i , rd
j }, {wd

j , q
u
i }, the objective function

minimized at each block iteration is strictly convex. Thus,
these blocks have a unique minimizer and the iterations
provide a non-increasing objective function at every iteration.
For blocks {xu}, {xd}, the SDR provides an approximate
solution to problem (20), which is in the direction of the
optimal solution for the SDR problem (21). Although the
approximated solution is in the direction of the minimizer,
we update the blocks only if the objective function is not
increased in Algorithm 2. Therefore, the iterations provided
by Algorithm 2 are non-increasing.

For part (b), we find useful to have some definitions. Let us
define the general constraint set Π as the Cartesian product of
all the constraint sets of all blocks. Since the SDR is now tight
for both UL and DL blocks, we can consider the constraint
set of the SDR problem (21) instead of the original discrete
constraint set of problem (20). We denote by L0

π the level
set of the WMMSE objective function in problem (8a) f(π)
relative to Π, corresponding to a given point π0 ∈ Π, that
is L0

π � {π ∈ Π : f(π) ≤ f(π0)}. Then, for all blocks,
the respective objective function is either convex or strictly
convex. Moreover, the level set Π is closed in the domains of
all variables in the blocks. Therefore, from [11, Proposition 5],
part (b) follows.
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